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Mapping Strategy 

What is the mapping strategy of Microsoft (MSFT)? 

The new mapping program (service) available on the 

MSN website is an improvement over the previous 

version, but it still only follows the market leader: 

Google (GOOG).  Why not opportunistically create 

incredible value in the market by slightly modifying a 

perspective within MSFT?   

Instead of just reacting to the market leader GOOG by 

only providing directions and traffic information within 

the mapping service, think of mapping as an opportunity 

for MSFT to provide a guided service to the market.  

Mapping provides a solid foundation for MSFT to offer 

guided services to the market, especially when its tightly 

integrated with search (Cortana).  And this ultimately 

converts a cost center into a source of revenue.      

To illustrate some of the market potential for MSFT, 

mapping provides a solid foundation for planning a trip.  

Many trips include air travel, car rentals, hotels and 

dining, so engineer the mapping service to literally help 

make these arrangements.  By facilitating the actual 

transaction within the mapping service, MSFT could 

assess a small fee for providing the infrastructure to 

conduct economic transactions in the market between a 

consumer and a service provider.  

The pricing strategy of providing this type of service 

needs to reflect the mobile / cloud strategy of MSFT.  By 

definition, cloud denotes volume.  To achieve volume, 

basically, MSFT needs to let the service provider retain 

the economics of the transaction.  MSFT provides the 

foundation (infrastructure) to conduct economic 

transactions between the consumer and the service 

provider.  MSFT should only assess a de minimis 

transaction fee for every facilitation, because the 

objective is to grow the MSFT mobile / cloud strategy. 

How can MSFT effectively and efficiently provide the 

type of guided service to the market that converts a cost 

center into a significant source of revenue?  MSFT could 

engineer and build a solution from scratch.  Or MSFT 

could establish strategic, operating relationships with 

providers of this type of service in the market.   

Arguably, with the Windows operating system, MSFT 

has created the greatest competitive advantage in the 

market, because the operating system offers the deepest 

penetration into the enterprise segment of the market.  

This provides even greater stability to a rock, solid 

foundation, but MSFT needs to utilize the strength of 

this enterprise position to facilitate efficient, economic 

transactions between a provider and a consumer! 

For example, MSFT needs to engineer the operating 

system (and possibly build a device) to provide the most 

efficient, secure connection between the consumer and 

the service provider (the enterprise). The device forms a 

base for the efficient, secure connection between the 

consumer and the enterprise.  So, engineer the operating 

system to connect / offer entertainment for the consumer 

like gaming, virtual reality, music, movies and TV.        

In the form of entertainment, cable operators face 

significant market risk from cord cutting, which 

dramatically changes the market landscape.  Eventually, 

streaming entertainment through the internet will 

marginalize the pure, cable operator, creating a 

significant vulnerability within the cable operator. 

If MSFT engineered the operating system and possibly 

built a device for the cable operators to efficiently 

manage their established relationships with the 

ownership of the entertainment, cable operators would 

rapidly adopt the MSFT technological solution – 

especially if MSFT allowed the cable operators to, 

basically, retain the economics of the negotiated, 

entertainment, distribution agreements.   

The objective is to grow the MSFT mobile / cloud 

strategy.  This approach significantly deepens the reach 

of computing, gaming and virtual reality.  Please visit 

the Capital Executive LLC website (Strategy/MSFT). 
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